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1. INTRODUCTION
 .Let g be a semisimple Lie algebra and U g the Drinfeld]Jimboq
 . w x  .quantization of the enveloping algebra U g of g. After Drinfeld 2 , U gq
w xpossesses an R-matrix. Levendorskii and Soibelman 7 , for short LS,
obtained a presentation of this R-matrix using an element N coming from
w xthe quantum Weyl group of Soibelman 11 and remarked that it would be
``very interesting to find a proof without using the explicit formula for R''.
w xIn 5, 10.2.8 we indicated how this could be done and the present note
provides the details. We also provide an efficient construction of Soibel-
man's modules.
 .Given such a presentation of an R-matrix one always obtains Section 3
a second R-matrix as the inverse of its N m N conjugate. It turns out that
this second R-matrix is nothing more than the inverse of the ``flip''
conjugate of the first. Of course, for g simple this could have been
w xanticipated from Gaitsgory's uniqueness result 4 .
As an application of the above presentation we recover a result of
w x w xDrinfeld 3, Sect. 5 and Reshetikhin 10 concerning the spectrum of the
symmetric square of R. We note that this result has been shown by
w xBraverman 1 to imply the quadraticity of the quantum algebra of func-
tions on the flag variety extending thereby a classical result of Kostant
w xreported in 6 .
I thank Alexander Braverman for useful discussions.
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2. MAIN RESULTS
w x  .2.1. We shall adopt the notation of 5 writing U for U g with itsq
canonical generators being e , f , t , ty1 : i s 1, 2, . . . , l and satisfying thei i i i
w xHopf algebra relations set out in 5, 5.1.1 . It is also convenient to use the
slightly bigger algebra U9 which was the original Drinfeld]Jimbo quanti-
 .. y1zation of U g with generators E , F , K , K as the formulae becomei i i i
more symmetric. By definition K 2 s t , E s e K , F s Ky1 f . It is conve-i i i i i i i i
nient to define an isomorphism t from the weight lattice to a multiplica-
Ï a i, a i.r2 .tive group T with t a s t . Set q s q .i i i
 w.2.2. Given a Hopf algebra H, let H* resp. H denote its algebraic
 .  .wresp. Hopf dual. Recall that H m H is canonically isomorphic to
w w w xH m H . As noted for example by Gaitsgory 4 one may view an R
 .wmatrix for H as an invertible element R g H m H * satisfying
RD h s Dopp h R , ;h g H 0 .  .  .H H
1d m D R s R R 1 .  .  .H H 13 12
D m 1d R s R R 2 .  .  .H H 13 23
where D denotes the coproduct on H and the i, j subscripts have theirH
 w x.usual meaning cf. 5, 9.4.2 .
w xLet V , V be finite dimensional H modules. By say 5, 1.4.11 the1 2
 .  .wH m H action on V m V extends canonically to an action of H m H *.1 2
 .  .Define t : V m V ª V m V through t ¨ m ¨ s ¨ m ¨ . Then 0 isÃ Ã1 2 2 1 1 2 2 1
equivalent to t R : V m V ª V m V being a homomorphism of H mod-Ã 1 2 2 1
 .  .  wules. Conditions 1 , 2 arise from natural associativity constraints cf. 5,
x.9.4.1, 2 . In this situation one calls t R a braiding on the tensor category ofÃ
finite dimensional H modules.
We shall say that an R-matrix admits an LS presentation if there exists
an invertible element N g Hw* such that
D N s Ry1 N m N . 3 .  .
It is clear that a ¬ NaNy1 is an automorphism of Hw*. In our situation
the above map restricts to an automorphism r of H which is furthermore
 .  .  .an antiautomorphism of coalgebras. By 3.5 relation 3 for R implies 0
above. Of course this is also true of R9 defined by
D N s N m N R9. 39 .  .
 .  .   ..Moreover one shows Section 3 that condition 1 resp. 2 for R implies
 .   ..condition 2 resp. 1 for R9.
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q  .2.3. Fix a simple system p of roots for g and let D resp. D denote
 .  .  q ..the set of positive resp. non-zero roots. Let P p resp. P p denote
 .the corresponding set of integral resp. and dominant weights. For each
q .  .m g P p let V m denote the simple, finite dimensional U module with
highest weight m. As usual it is convenient to discard the full Hopf dual of
U and just let Uw denote the subalgebra corresponding to the subcategory
  . q .4of modules generated by the V m : m g P p . Then the
w xLevendorskii]Soibelman result 7, 3.4 can be expressed as follows.
PROPOSITION. The Drinfeld R matrix for U admits an LS presentation.
Remarks. Our aim is to give an intrinsic proof of the above result. In
doing so we shall also correct a slight discrepancy in the LS definition of
N. By Gaitsgory's uniqueness result there are essentially no other R-
matrices for U.
2.4. It is convenient to describe r above as an element of Aut U9. Let
i ¬ i be the Dynkin diagram automorphism implemented by the unique0
longest element w of the Weyl group W for g , that is, w a s ya .0 0 i i0
Then as shown in Section 5
LEMMA. One has
r E s yF , r F s yE , ; i s 1, 2, . . . , l. .  .i i i i0 0
Moreo¨er, r is in¨oluti¨ e and an antiautomorphism of coalgebras.
2.5. Let k denote the Chevalley antiautomorphism of U9. It satisfies
 .  .k E s F , k F s E . It is involutive and an automorphism of coalge-i i i i
bras.
q . w x  .Take m g P p and recall from 5, 3.4.10 that V m admits a symmet-
 .  .ric bilinear form , contravariant with respect to k . Let u g V m be am
highest weight vector of norm 1. Let s g W be the reflection correspond-i
 .ing to the simple root a . Suppose u g V m has weight n , norm 1, andi n
 k . k  .satisfies E u s 0. Set k s a , n g N where a s 2a r a , a andi n i i i i i i
k i. w xlet F denote the k th divided power of F defined as usual 5, 4.3.14 .i i i
w  .x k i.Then as in say 5, 10.2.2 1 it follows that u [ F u has weight s n ,s n i n ii
norm 1, and satisfies F u s 0. It follows that there exists a choice ofi s ni
indices such that
u [ F k n.F k ny 1. ??? F k1.uw m i i i m0 n ny1 1
 .  .is a lowest weight vector of V m of norm 1. Let r resp. d denote the
 .  . 1r2. m , mq2 r .half sum of the positive roots resp. coroots and set c m s q .
Then as shown in Section 5
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 .  .PROPOSITION. i Nu s c m u .m w m0
 .  .2d , m .  .ii Nu s y1 c m u .w m m0
2  .2d , m .  .2  .In particular, N acts like y1 c m 1d on V m .V  m .
 .  .  .2d , m . .  .iii u, N¨ s y1 Nu, ¨ , ;u, ¨ g V m .
 4 w2.6. Take the base field to be R and q g R _ 0, 1 . By 5, 7.2.4 and the
x  .remark that follows the form on V m is positive definite. By 2.5 one
 .y1concludes that c m N is an orthogonal linear transformation on the
 .Euclidean vector space V m with eigenvalues which are fourth roots of
unity. On the other hand, these eigenvalues are algebraic functions of q
 .and hence locally continuous. Since the limit q ª 1 is well defined
 w y1 x   ..taking the R q, q lattice in U9 resp. V m generated by the divided
 ..powers in the E , F resp. the divided powers of F applied to u iti i i m
 .y1follows that c m N has the same spectrum as its limit n at q ª 1. TheÄ
  ..latter can be described as follows. Let U denote the ith copy of U sl 2i
generated by the canonical generators e , f of weight "a . For eachi i i
m, n g N set um. s f n.um. where um. is a highest weight vector ofmy 2 n i m m
m.  .norm 1. Then u : n s 0, 1, 2, . . . , m is a basis for the simple m q 1 -my 2 n
w  .w m.dimensional U module. Define s g U * ¨ U g * through s u sÄ Äi i i i my2 n
 .n m. y1 u . These elements satisfy the braid relations for exampley my2 n.
w x.through the q ª 1 limit in 5, 10.2.1, 2 . Taking a reduced decomposition
w s s ??? s one has n s s ??? s . One checks that a ¬ s asy1 is aÄ Ä Ä Ä Ä0 i i i i i in 1 n 1
 .Hopf algebra automorphism of U g and moreover that D s s s m s .Ä Ä Äi i i
Consequently the same assertions hold for n. In particular, R and R9Ä
become the identity in the limit q ª 1.
q . m2.7. Take l , l , m g P p and let V denote the highest weight1 2 l , l1 2
 .  .subspace of the isotypical component of V l m V l corresponding to1 2
 .  . mm. Give V l m V l the product contravariant form. Set d s1 2 l , l1 2
 .y1  .  .  .c m c l c l . It is immediate from 3 and 2.5 that1 2
2m mRu, R¨ s d u , ¨ , ;u , ¨ g V . 4 .  .  . .l , l l , l1 2 1 2
 .  m .y1One cannot hope to deduce from 4 that d R acts like thel , l1 2
identity on V m since R does not even preserve this subspace. Yetl , l1 2
 m . m  .t R V ; V and so 4 gives theÃ l ,l l , l1 2 2 1
 m .y1 m mCOROLLARY. d t R is an isometry of V onto V .Ãl , l l , l l , l1 2 1 2 2 1
q .  . 2 22.8. Take l , l g P p . By 2.5 ii , N m N acts like a multiple of1 2
 .  .the identity on V l m V l . Combining this with 3.2 we obtain the1 2
 .following identity which when further combined with 2.5 ii recovers the
result of Drinfeld and Reshetikhin mentioned above.
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 .2  2 2 . y2  .2THEOREM. One has t R s N m N D N . In particular, t R actsÃ Ã
 m .2  .  .like d Id on the m isotypical component of V l m V l .l , l 1 21 2
Remark. Thus N 2 is what is called a ``balancing'' of the braiding.
2.9. From the preceding discussion the perceptive reader may easily
surmise the nature of the proofs and will not need to sully has hands with
the details given below. We recommend that the less initiated familiarize
w xhimself with Chapters 9, 10 of 5 .
3. ON LS PRESENTATIONS
3.1. Here we record some easy general facts about the LS presentation
of an R-matrix for an arbitrary Hopf algebra H over a field k. These are
useful for keeping track of the subsequent details.
 .  .3.2. Recall that 2.2 0 just means that t R commutes with D h for allÃ
w xh g H. Following the reasoning in 5, 1.4.11 one easily checks that this
implies that D M and t R commute for all M g Hw*. In particular, R andÃ
t N commute. This already gives the slightly surprisingÃ
LEMMA. R9y1 s t Rty1.Ã Ã
 . .  . .  .  .Proof. Indeed, D N t R s t R D N s t N m N s N m N t sÃ Ã Ã Ã
 . y1  y1 .D N R9 t . Cancelling off D N whose inverse is D N gives the re-Ã
quired assertion.
3.3. The product m : H m H ª H defines a coproduct mU on Hw.H H
w x U  . wWe adopt the summation conventions of 5, 1.1.8 , writing m a : a g HH
simply as a m a .1 2
 . wLEMMA. I For all a, b, c g H the following three conditions are equi¨ -
alent:
 . y1 . y1 . y1 .i R a m bc s R a m b R a m c ,1 2
 .  .  . y1 . y1 . y1 .  .  .ii N abc s N a b N a N b N c N a c N b c ,1 1 2 2 2 3 1 3 3
 .  .  .  .iii R9 ab m c s R9 a m c R9 b m c .1 2
 . wII For all a, b, c g H the following three conditions are equi¨ a-
lent:
 . y1 . y1 . y1 .iv R ab m c s R b m c R a m c ,1 2
 .  .  . y1 . y1 . y1 .  .  .v N abc s N b c N a N b N c N a c N a b ,1 1 2 2 2 1 3 3 3
 .  .  .  .vi R9 a m bc s R9 a m b R9 a m c .2 1
 .  . y1Proof. Straightforward. For example, N abc sD N ambc sR a m1
 .I i y1 y1.  .  .  .  .  .  .b c N a N b c s R a m b R a m c N a N b c s1 1 2 2 2 1 1 2 1 3 2 2
y1 y1 y1 .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .N a b N a N b N a c N c N b c , so I i « II ii .1 1 2 2 3 1 2 3 3
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w x  .   ..3.4. As noted in say 5, 9.4.3 condition iii resp. vi above is
 .   ..equivalent to 2 resp. 1 for R9. Again, if s is an antipode for H, thenH
U w w x  .  .s is an antipode for H . Then 5, 9.4.3 conditions 1 , 2 for R implyH
 . y1 .  U  . .that their inverse if it exists satisfies R a m b s R s a m b . ThenH
 .   ..  .   ..i resp. iv above is equivalent, on replacing R9 by R, to vi resp. iii
 .   .. U  .  .and hence to 1 resp. 2 for R. When s is invertible conditions 1 , 2H
on R and its invertibility are equivalent to w : Hw = Hw ª k defined by
 .  .w a, b s R b m a being a skew-Hopf pairing.
3.5. Suppose that a ¬ NaNy1 restricts to an automorphism r of H.
 .LEMMA. Suppose r is an antiautomorphism of coalgebras. Then 0 holds
for both R, R9.
opp  ..  .  .Proof. By hypothesis D r h s r m r D h for all h g H. Then
y1 opp  .. . y1 .  .  .R D r h N m N s R N m N D h s D ND h s D r h D N s
 . y1 .D r h R N m N . Cancelling off N m N gives the required assertion.
The proof for R9 is similar.
3.6. Under the hypothesis of 3.5 it follows from 3.3 and 3.4 that if R
 .  .defined by 3 is an R-matrix then R9 defined by 3 9 is also an R-matrix
 .and vise-versa . However, this can be readily understood from 3.2. Namely,
an R-matrix is equivalent to a braiding t R: V m V ª V m V which inÃ 1 2 2 1
 .y1turn gives rise to an ``inverse'' braiding t R : V m V ª V m V . Con-Ã 2 1 1 2
 y1 .y1sequently, R9 [ t Rt is also an R-matrix which by 3.2 is just thatÃ Ã
 .  .given by 39 when R is given by 3 .
3.7. Some simplification occurs in the discussion of the case U s H
since U admits an involution i which is an automorphism of algebras and
w xan antiautomorphism of coalgebras. One has by 5, 8.3.6 the formula
i s k 9s s sy1k 9 where k 9 is the Chevalley antiautomorphism for UU U
interchanging f and e t . The latter is an automorphism of coalgebras andi i i
  ..  .extends to k on U9. It is not quite true that N i* a s N a for all
a g Uw; but this is sufficiently close for one to deduce that
R9 i* a m i* b s R9 b m a , ;a, b g Uw . 5 .  .  .  . .
 .  .  .It is clear that 5 renders iii and vi of 3.3 equivalent. It is also
convenient to note that
Ry1 k 9* a m k 9* b s Ry1 b m a , ;a, b g Uw . 6 .  .  .  . .
4. SOIBELMAN'S MODULES
In this section we review the construction of Soibelman's modules in a
w xmanner inspired by 5, 10.3.10 . This will help to fix notation.
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q .  .  . m w4.1. For all m g P p , ¨ g V m , j g V m * define c g Uj , ¨
m  .  .  .  .through c a s j a¨ , ;a g U. If j resp. ¨ has weight l resp. n wej , ¨
shall often write c m simply as c m though one should be aware of thej , ¨ l, n
ambiguities that arise.
q  y.4.2. Let V resp. V denote the Hopf subalgebra of U generated by
y1  y1 . q  y.the e , t , t resp. f , t , t : i s 1, 2, . . . , l. Let U resp. U denote thei i i i i i
 . q subalgebra of U generated by the e resp. f : i s 1, 2, . . . , l. Let J resp.i i
y. w  q.w   y.w.J denote the kernel of the transposed map U ª V resp. V
m q  y.defined by the first embedding. It is clear that c g J resp. J ifl, n
 .l h n resp. l g n .
q  y. w mLet R resp. R denote the subspace of U generated by the cl, m
 m . q . wresp. c : m g P p , l g m y Np . These are subalgebras of Ul, w m0
admitting a right action of U and isomorphic to the direct sum of the
 . q . q y y qV m * : m g P p . Clearly R l J s R l J s 0.
q . q .H  y .H.4.3. Fix w g W. For each m g P p , let V m resp. V mw w
q . q  y . y .denote the orthogonal of V m [ V u resp. V m [ V u inw wm w w w m0
 . q  y. q  y.V m * identified with a subspace of R resp. R . Let Q resp. Qw w
w x q  y.denote their direct sum which is an ideal 5, 10.1.18 of R resp. R . Set
m  m . q . w xc s c resp. d s c : m g P p . By 5, 9.1.5 these arewm wm , m wm w w m , w m0 0q q  y y.normal elements in R rQ resp. R rQ and so form an Ore subset cw w w
 . q .  y . .  . q .Hresp. d . View V m * resp. V m * as the quotient V m *rV mw w w w
  . y .H.resp. V m *rV m and setw
Sq s lim cy1Vq m * resp. Sy s lim dy1Vy m * . .  .w wm w w wm w /ª ª
q q .  .mgP p mgP p
w x q y1 q q. By 5, 10.3.1 this is a filtered subalgebra of R [ c R rQ resp.w w w
y y1 y y..R [ d R rQ over which the latter is a free left or right modulew w w
"1  "1. q .with basis c resp. d : m g P p .wm wm
 . yThe Soibelman module S w attached to w g W identifies with S asw
a vector space. A key point in the construction of the R-matrix is that the
q  . w yaction of R on S w identifies with adjoint action of U on S .0 w 0
4.4. Set Q s QqRyq RqQy which is an ideal of Uw. For eachw w w
q . w xm g P p set m s yw m and define b [ c d . By 5, 10.3.2 the0 0 w , m wm wm 0q . wb : m g P p form an Ore subset b of U rQ . Set R sw , m w w w
y1 w . y1b U rQ . One has a [ c d g R and these elements arew w w , m wm wm w0w xcentral 5, 10.3.3 .
w  .xInterchanging q and y in 5, 10.3.2 3 , it follows that the multiplica-
tion map Sy m Rq ª R is injective, its image is a subalgebra Dw w w w
y1  y1 .y1containing d as an Ore subset, and R is the localization d D .w w w w
 . qLet 1 or simply, 1 denote the one-dimensional S module in whichw w
the elements of positive degree, namely the cy1c m : n ) wm, act by zero.wm n , m
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q "1 Extend 1 to an R module by letting the c act by 1. Here thew wm
w  .x .  . D wqnormalization implying 5, 9.1.10 ) is assumed. Set S w s Ind 1R w
which is isomorphic to Sy as a vector space. Identify 1 with its image inw w
 . w x y1S w . In the normalization of 5, 10.1.3 the d also act by one on 1. Thuswm
y1  .  .the central elements a act by one on S w . Consequently S w hasw , m
 .the structure of an R module. In particular, S w has the structure of aw
w  .wU module with Ann S w > Q .U w
4.5. The advantage of the above construction is that it makes Soibel-
man's tensor product theorem below rather natural.
 4THEOREM. For all w g W, i g 1, 2, . . . , l such that s w ) w, one hasi
 .  .  . wan isomorphism S s m S w ª S s w of U modules.Äi i
  .  .. q wwProof. That Ann S s m S w > Q is just the calculation in 5,U i s wi
 .x10.1.14 i due to Soibelman. The case with q replaced by y is similar.
w  .xThen using 5, 10.1.14 ii and the analogue result with d replacing c shows
 .  .that S s m S w admits the structure of an R module. One similarlyi s wi
checks that 1 m 1 identifies with 1 , viewed as a Rq module. Univer-s w s w s wi i i
 .  .  .sality then gives a surjection S s w ¸ S s m S w . Injectivity resultsi i
w xfrom the following calculation of formal characters. Since 5, 10.1.16 being
w  .xjust a corollary of 5, 10.1.14 ii applies here, it suffices to show that so
w x w  .xdoes 5, 10.1.19 . For the latter we use 5, 10.1.15 ) to compute the
y1 y .endomorphism w a [ c ac on S . This givesw wl wl w
y1 h , wl.yw m , l. y10w d c s q d c . /w wm h , w m wm h , w m0 0
y1 .On the other hand, for the right action of t l the element d c is anwm h , w m0
eigenvector with eigenvalue qw w 0 myh , l.. Recalling the definition of
 . y w xch S w and of ch S given in 5, 10.1.16, 10.3.1 , it follows thatw w
ch S w s wy1ch Sy .w w
y1y1 ybs w 1 y e , by 5, 10.3.1 69 , .  . /y1 .bgS w
y1b y1 y1s 1 y e , since w S w s yS w , .  .  .
 .bgS w
w xwhich is just 5, 10.1.19 .
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 .4.6. Recall from 3.7 the Chevalley antiautomorphism k 9 of U.
q .LEMMA. Take w g W. For all m g P p , n g m y Np , one has
1 : n s wy1m ,wmk 9* c 1 s .n , m w  0 : otherwise.
w  .k 9* wProof. Recall that k 9* g Aut U . Let S w be the U module
 .obtained from S w through k 9* by transport of structure. One easily
 .k 9*  y1 .  .checks that S w is isomorphic to S w when l w s 1 and then in
general by 4.5 and the fact that k 9* is an antiautomorphism of coalgebras.
From this the conclusion of the lemma follows from the definition of 1 .w
w  .  .  .x y w4.7. By 5, 9.2.11, 9.3.2 ii , 9.3.6 ii , 9.3.7 iv it follows that S is a Uw
module under adjoint action. Moreover, Ann w Sy > Jq. The following keyU w
w  .result compares this action with the left U action on S w . Recall from
w x y1 y w q5, 9.2.11 the isomorphism d R ª U rJ . This givesÄe
ad Uw Sy s ad dy1Ry Sy . ) .  . .w e w
 . w m . x m wy1LEMMA. i ad c s 1 s c s1 , ;s g U .n , w m w n , w w m w0 0
 . w w w. x yii U s1 > ad U s 1 , ;s g S .w w w
w x  m . yw 0 mProof. As noted in 5, 9.2.14, 10.1.17 one can write s * c s cl, n yn , yl
 m . mand k* c s c up to non-zero scalars. Then, counting weights withl, n n , l
multiplicities in the sum below, one obtains
m m mad c s 1 s c ss * c 1 .  .n , w m w n , l l , w m w0 0
l
s c m y1 s1 , by 4.6 and the above.n , w w m w0
 .Hence i .
Since the c"1 are assumed to act by one on 1 we can take s g Sy inwm w w
 .  . yi . Then i with n s w m implies that the ad d spectrum of S coincides0 m w
 .  .y1with the k 9* d spectrum of S w . Recalling that eigenvalues arew m
 . w y. xpowers of q in particular, non-zero it follows that ad R s 1 is alsow
y1  .  .  .ad d stable. Then ii follows from i and ) above.m
w  .x w y4.8. By 5, 10.3.1 59 the ad U socle of S reduces to scalars. Thusw
 .4.7 ii gives the
 . wCOROLLARY. S w is a simple U module.
w x4.9. Fix a non-zero vector ¨ g 1 . As noted in 5, 10.1.17 both cw w wm
 .and i* c act by the same scalar on ¨ and this can be further assumedwm w
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 :to be 1. Further, this gives rise to a non-degenerate scalar product , on
 .S w satisfying
 :  :¨ , a¨ s i* a ¨ , ¨ ) .  .w w w w
for all a g Uw. Finally, we note that c m ¨ / 0 only if n G ww m and isn , w m w 00 w  .xa multiple of ¨ if n s ww m. Furthermore, by 5, 10.1.15 ) one hasw 0
c c m ¨ s ql , wy1 nyw 0 m.c m ¨ .wl n , w m w n , w m w0 0
From the positivity of the above exponent in q we obtain
 m m9 :  m : m :¨ , c c ¨ s ¨ , c ¨ ¨ , c ¨ )) .w n , w m n 9 , w m9 w w n , w m w w n 9 , w m9 w0 0 0 0
and both sides vanish unless n s ww m and n 9 s ww m9.0 0
5. THE CORRECTION FACTOR
5.1. Simplifying the notation of Section 4 we omit w in
" "  . wR , S , S w , ¨ when w s w . Then in principle the required N g U *w w w 0
 .  : w  .  .is given by N a s ¨ , a¨ , ;a g U and the R-matrix properties 1 , 2
of 2.2 result from the adjoint action described in 4.7. However, this does
not quite work out. One reason is that it is Sy rather than Ry that is ad R
stable. This motivates the introduction of the twisted adjoint action de-
w xscribed in 5, 9.3.5 . The correction we make to N cancels with the
correction needed for the above twisting. Curiously, we also need to
correct N in exactly the same fashion so that r becomes an antiautomor-
 .phism of coalgebras needed for 0 of 2.2.
5.2. Since finite dimensional U modules are semisimple, an element
w  w x.C g U * is completely determined by its action defined via 5, 1.4.11 on
 . q .  .the simple U modules, that is, on the V m : m g P p . Given u g V mn
 .of weight n g P p set
Cu s c n u 1 .  .n n
 . where c n is defined by 2.5 except that we are not requiring n to be
.dominant . Note that this formula extends to the case when u belongs ton
an arbitrary finite dimensional module.
Take a s c m , b s c m9 , and M g Uw*. One easily checks thatn , m n 9, m9
MC ab M a M b s q m , m9.M ab MC a MC b . 2 .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .
One may remark that the q factor on the right-hand side is exactly that
w xoccurring in the skew-Hopf pairing 5, 9.2.10 used to define U as a
quotient of the Drinfeld double.
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w  .  :5.3. For each w g W define N g U * through N a s ¨ , a¨ forw w w w
all a g Uw. We write N simply as N and set N s N C. The tensorw 0 00
 .product theorem 4.5 implies that N N s N when lengths add. For gw w 9 w w 9
simple one may give a similar product decomposition for C. Indeed
 ..  k . .qobserve that the bilinear pairing l, m ¬  b , l b , m is Wb g D
 .invariant. It is hence a multiple of the Cartan inner product l, m . Thus
 .there exists a constant c dependent on g such thatg
c l, m s l, m s 2 b , l b , m r b , b .  .  .  .  . . g
qbgD
 . wfor example c s n . For all b g D define C g U * throughs ln. b
C u s qcy1g w b , n .2 r b , b .xq1r2. b , n .u . 3 .b n n
Then
C s C . 4 . b
qbgD
w xNow by 5, 10.2.2 it follows that N u is a vector of weight wn . Thusw n
N C Ny1 s C . 5 .w b w wb
For a simple root a we write N simply as N and set N X s N C .i s i i i ai i
 .Taking a reduced decomposition w s s s ??? s we have by 5 thati i in ny1 1
N X [ N X ??? N X s N ??? N C s N C w i i i i b w b /  /n 1 n 1
 .  .bgS w bgS w
which is also independent of the reduced decomposition. Moreover, in
 . Xview of 4 we obtain N s N.w 0
One may write C in shorthand notation as qc
y1
g b
2q1 r2.b. It is false thatb
 . w xC : a g p is just C for g s sl 2 as reported in 7, 3.4 . However, thisa
does not seem to be of any importance.
 .  . w  .x5.4. We may now verify formulae i , ii of 2.5. By 5, 10.2.2 9 we
 .have for all u g V m chosen as in 2.5 that N u s u . Thus N u s un i n s n 0 m w mi 0
 .  .and so i is immediate from 1 of 5.2. On the other hand, N u si s ni
 .a ki , n . a i, n .  .2d , m . 2 r , n .y1 q u and so N u s y1 q u . Thusn 0 w m m0
 .  .2 d , m 2 d , m2 r , m .q1r2.w m , w m .qw m , r .0 0 0Nu s y1 q u s y1 c m u , .  .  .w m m m0
 .which is ii .
5.5. To establish 2.4 it is convenient to first establish the following
combinatorial result.
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 4LEMMA. For all i g 1, 2, . . . , l there exists a reduced decomposition
s s ??? s of w such that each root in the sequence s s ??? s a : j si i i 0 i i i i1 2 d j jq1 d
1, 2, . . . , d lies in a root subsystem generated by a subset p 9 ; p with
< <p 9 F 2.
Proof. Assume that this property holds for j, j q 1, . . . , d and set
y s s s ??? s . Further, assume that ya g yp , say ya s ya . Tak-i i i i i mj jq1 d
ing i s i all this holds when j s d.d
 .Suppose a has a neighbour a in the Dynkin diagram such thatm n
s y ) y. Then yy1a g Dq. Take any pair r, s g N such that ra q sa gn n m n
q y1 . y1 qD with s ) 0. Then y ra q sa s yra q sy a g D for other-m n i n
wise yy1a would have to be proportional to a which is clearly impossi-n i
ble. We conclude that the sequence y, s y, s s y, s s s y, . . . , increasesn m n n m n
in length until it equals w y where w s is a reduced decompositionm , n m , n m
of the unique longest element of the subgroup of W generated by s , s .m n
Yet w ya s yw a s w s a g yp . This extends the inductionm , n i m , n m m , n m m
hypothesis to z [ w y.m , n
Suppose a has no neighbour with the above property. Then eitherm
 4y s w and the proof is complete or there exists a g p _ a which is0 n m
not a neighbour of a such that s y ) y. In this case s ya s ys a sm n n i n m
ya so the induction hypothesis is thereby extended to s y.m n
Remark. I had checked this assertion case by case until I got half way
through the calculation for E when I realized it was trivial. Nevertheless,8
combinatorists have expressed interest in studying reduced decompositions
 .of w . Any of the above reduced decompositions which depend on i0
defines a connected path in the Dynkin diagram from i to i . One can ask0
which paths arise.
 4 i i5.6. For all i g 1, 2, . . . , l set w s w s and N s N . Let r denotei 0 i w i
i  i.y1 w  .the automorphism a ¬ N a N of U *. Recall from 2.4 the defini-
tion of i ¬ i .0
 . i .LEMMA. i r E s E .i i0
 . i .ii r F s F .i i0
w x iProof. By 5, 10.2.1 it follows that i commutes with each r whilst it
y1  .  .interchanges E and yq F . Thus i , ii are equivalent.i i i
 .By 5.5 it suffices to establish i in the rank 2 case. This is equivalent to
w x wthe result reported by Lusztig in 8 and for which details are given in 9,
x39.2 . For the reader wishing to verify this for himself let us make a couple
w xof remarks which make the calculation transparent. As in 5, 10.2.5 set
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 k .a s y a , a . One may assume a / 0. Then from the formula fori j i j i j
 . w xr E given in 5, 10.2.5 one checks thati j
a y1i j
sy1 2 s  s. a ysy1.i jr E , F s t y1 q E E E 1 .  . . i j i i i i j i
ss0
 . wwhere notably the coefficient of t is zero. Now r E s yt F by 5,i i i i i
x  .10.2.4 . Then substitution in 1 gives
ay1¡ s 2 s  s. aysy1.y1 q E E E : a s 1, a s a, . i i j i ji i j
ss0~r r E s 2 .  .i j i ay1
 .  .s aysy1y1w xa r E E r E : a s 1, a s a,q  .  .j i j j i j i j ji¢
ss0
which is valid for all a g Nq. Taking a s 1 gives the assertion for type A .2
For a ) 1 a further computation of the same style gives
r r r E .j i j i
ay2¡ s  .  .y1 s aysy2sw xa y 1 y1 q r E E r E : a s 1, a s a, .  .  .q  i j i i j i ji i ji
ss0~s ay2y1
sa ys  s. aysy2.y1 q X YX : a s 1, a s a. . j i j ji¢ 2 q j ss0
3 .
where
ay2
s 3 s  s. aysy2.X s r r E and Y s y1 q E E E . 4 .  . . . j i j j j i j
ss0
This formula is valid for all a G 2. Taking a s 2 gives the assertion for
y1 wtype B . In type G it is convenient to use the formula for r given in 5,2 2 i
x y1 y1 .  X X y1 ...10.2.7 . This gives for example r r E s zs r r s E . Here zi j i i j i
interchanges q and qy1 with respect to a basis of U generated by
 . y1 Xmonomials in the E , F . One has s E s yq E and r differs from ri i i i i i i
 w x.by a sign as prescribed in 5, 10.2.7, Remarks . Then the assertion for G2
 .  .   .results from 2 , 3 . Here one may remark that in 4 one has X s
y1w x   .  ..  ..2 r E E y q E r E and Y s r E .q i j j j j i j i jj
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 45.7. We may now establish 2.4. For each i g 1, 2, . . . , n define r gÄi
w  .  .y1 iAut U * by r a s N Ca N C . Obviously r s r r . In view of 5.6 itÄ Äi i i i
suffices to prove the
 4LEMMA. For all i g 1, 2, . . . , n one has
 .  .i r E s yF ,Äi i i
 .  .ii r F s yE .Äi i i
y1  .  .y1  mqa i, a i.Proof. One has CE C u s c m q a c m E u s q E ui m i i m i m
 . w  .x  .  .s t Eu . Yet r t E s yF by 5, 10.2.4 i . Hence i . The proof of ii isi m i i i i
similar.
 .  .5.8. We now establish 2.5 iii . Let P resp. P be the projection ofq y
 y q. U onto U defined by the decomposition U s U [ U U q UU resp.0 0 q q
 q y..U s U [ U U q UU , where the q subscript on U denotes augmen-0 q q
 . .   .. .tation. It is immediate from 2.4 that P a w m s P r a m , for ally 0 q
 .a g U, m g P p . In the notation of 2.5 we write u s Eu , ¨ s Fu forw m m0q y  .  . some E g U , F g U . Then by i , ii of 2.5 which were established in
.5.4 we have
u , N¨ s c m Eu , r F u .  .  . .w m w m0 0
s c m P k E r F w m , .  .  .  . .y 0
whilst
 .2 d , mNu, ¨ s c m y1 r E u , Fu .  .  .  . .m m
 .2 d , us c m y1 P k r E F m . .  .  .  . . .q
Since rk s k r and r is an involution, the required assertion follows.
6. THE TRIANGLE IDENTITIES
 .6.1. It remains to show that R defined by N through 2.2 3 satisfies the
 .  .   .  ..``triangle identities'' 1 , 2 of 2.2. Since the conditions namely 3.3 ii , v
on N are rather complicated it is not surprising that it must be done in a
  ..  .number of steps. Although N i* a s N a one does not quite have0 0
  ..  . wC i* a s C a , ;a g U . However, the latter only fails for the linear
 .term in the exponent of q occurring in C m and this cancels in the
 .  .computation of R or R9. Thus 5 , 6 of 3.7 hold and we are reduced to
 .verifying 3.3 i .
6.2. View Ry1 as a map of Uw m Uw to the scalars. The following
w xshows that it has the kernel expected by Gaitsgory's result 4 .
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LEMMA. ker Ry1 > Jqm Uw q Uw m Jy.
Proof. In the following we shall ignore non-zero scalars and weights are
w x  m .counted with multiplicities. By 5, 10.2.2 one has N c s 0 unless0 l, n
w l s n . Of course, the same holds for N. Hence0
Ry1 N m N c m m c m9 s Ry1 c m m c m9 , .  .  .l, w m l9 , m9 l , m l9 , w m90 0
whilst
m m9  m m9 :D N c m c s i* c ¨ , c ¨ . . .l, w m l9 , m9 l , w m l9 , m90 0
 m . yw 0 m  m < q .qNow i* c s c , whereas Ann ¨ > c m g P p , l /l, w m yl, yw m R l, m0 0
4 y1 m m9 . ww m . Thus R c m c s 0 if either l / m or l9 / w m9. By 5,0 l, m l9, w m9 00x q m9.2.11 J is generated by the c : l - m and one may similarly checkl, m
y m9that J is generated by the c : l9 ) w m9.l9, w m9 00
6.3. Recalling our summation convention for the coproduct we define a
w  .linear endomorphism d of U by a ¬ a N a . This is not an algebra1 2
 m . mhomomorphism. Since d c is a non-zero multiple of c one con-h, n h , w n0
cludes that d restricts to a linear isomorphism of Ry onto Rq. We shall
 .see in 6.5 that this restriction is an algebra homomorphism up to a twist
introduced by the correction factor C.
6.4. By 6.2, R factors to a map of UwrJqm UwrJy to the scalars.
Recall the isomorphisms
cy1Rqª UwrJy, dy1Ryª UwrJq ) .Ä Äe e
w xof 5, 9.2.11 . Through them it will be enough to show that the restriction
of R to Ry= Rq has the correct form and that multiplying by the ``torus
elements'', namely c , d , brings out the correct factors. The latter ism m
provided by the following. Here we note that c , d are mutual inversesm m 0q y w  .x  .mod J or mod J via 5, 9.2.11 )) and that by 3.7 6 only the right-hand
factor need be considered.
LEMMA. Take a s c m , b g Uw. Thenh, n
 . y1 . y1 . l, n .i R a m bc s R a m b ql
 . y1 . y1 . y l0 , n .ii R a m bd s R a m b q .l
Proof. Take b s c m9 . Recall that c acts like a scalar on ¨ . Then byh9, n 9 w l0
 .  .  .  . nqn 9, l.5.2 2 one has N abc s N ab N c q . On the other hand, inw l w l0 0
 .  . .bc N bc a typical term in the second factor takes the formw l 1 w l 20 0
 l . lN b c . Yet c ¨ s 0 unless n s w l and so the above expression2 n , l n , l 0
 .  . n 9, l.  .takes the form b d N b N c q . Substitution in 2.2 3 then gives1 l 2 w l0
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y1  . . y1 . n , l.  .R d a m d b d s R d a m d b q . In view of 6.3 this gives ii . Byl
 .  .6.2 and the remark preceding the lemma, i follows from ii .
6.5. Write c m simply as b .n , w m m0
 .  m , m9.  .  .LEMMA. d b b s q d b d b .m m9 m m9
 .  . X  .  X .Proof. Write b s b , b9 s b . Then d b d b9 s b b N b N b sm m9 1 1 2 2
X  X .  X .  X .  m m9 .b b R b m b N b b . Now N b b takes the form N c c1 1 2 2 3 3 3 3 l, w m l9, w m90 0
 .where l, l9 are summation variables. By 4.9 )) one has just the term
 X .  m m9 .l s m, l9 s m9. Then R b m b takes the form R c m c . By 6.22 2 h , m h 9, m9
this forces h9 s m9 and then that h s m. Moreover, by 6.3 this term is just
qy m , m9.. Consequently,
X X y m , m9. y m , m9.d b d b9 s b b N b b q s d bb9 q . .  .  .  .1 1 2 2
6.6. Let us recall how the twisted adjoint action of Uw on itself is
w x q .  .defined in 5, 9.3.5 . For each n g P p let t resp. t denote theÃn n
automorphism of Uw defined by c m ¬ d c m dy1 s ql, w 0n .yh , n .c mh , l w n h , l w n h , l0 0
 lyh , n . m .  .  .  .resp. q c . Set ad a b s t a bs a using the summation con-h, l n n 1 2
vention. The Leibnitz rule becomes
ad a bb9 s ad t a b ad a b9. .  .  . .Ãnqn 9 n n 9 1 n 9 2
w x w y . yWe remark 5, 9.3.2, 9.3.7 that ad U leaves the subspace V n * of Rn
spanned by the cn : l g n y Np invariant and its annihilator is con-l, w n0
tained in Jq.
q . m y .PROPOSITION. Take m, n g P p , a s c , and b g V n *. Thenl, h
y1 l , n .  :R a m d b s q c w n ¨ , ad a b¨ . ) .  .  .  .0 n
 .Proof. First assume h s w m. Then by 4.7 i one has0
ad a b¨ s c m bs * c m ¨ .  .l, m m , w m0
and so
 :  m , w 0n .yl , n . m :¨ , ad a b¨ s q ¨ , c b¨ N s * d . .  . .n l , m 0 w m0
Yet
y1m m :¨ , c b¨ s c m q w n N c b .  .l, m 0 l , m
y1 y1 ms c m c m q w n R c m d b N c . .  .  . .0 l , w m 0 w m0 0
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 .Combining factors and noting that the product of the two N ? terms is0
w xexactly 1 by 5, 10.1.17 , the assertion follows.
 .Now in ) we can compute how both sides change when one replaces a
 .  .by ac . For the left hand side we obtain from 3.7 6 and 6.4 i thatl9
y1 n . l9, z . wR ac m c s q . For the right hand side we obtain from 5,l9 z , w n0
 .x9.3.4 ii that
ad c cn s d dy1 cn ? t l9 s ql9 , zyn .cn . .  . .n l9 z , w n w n w n z , w n z , w n0 0 0 0 0
Thus
y1 lql9 , n .  :R ac m d b s q c w n ¨ , ad ac b¨ . .  .  .l9 0 n l9
Finally, mod Jq one has ac s ady1X and every element of Uw takes thisl9 l0
form. Moreover, from the definition of Jq it is immediate that any such
m9 q .element is a linear combination of the c : m9 g P p , h9 g m9 ylql9, h 9
Np .
 .6.7. To establish 3.3 i for R we need the following result which is
typical of ``Verma-like'' modules.
q . w y .LEMMA. For all n g P p , a g U , b g V n *,
 .  . .  .i ad a b ¨ s 0 implies ad a b s 0.n n
 m . n .Set ¨ 9 s ad c c ¨. Thenn l, h z , w n0
 .ii ¨ 9 / 0 only if l y h F n y z .
 .  :iii ¨ , ¨ 9 / 0 only if l y h s n y z .
 w. y . y .  .Proof. Since ad U V n * ; V n *, assertion i follows from then
fact that S is a free Sy module.
 .  . w  .xFor ii , iii observe that by 5, 9.1.4 i one has
c c m ¨ s qw 0 j , l.y j , h .c m ¨ .w j l , h l , h0
In particular, taking h s w m it follows that the exponent of q in the right0
 .  .hand side equals yw j , m y l G 0. Yet the left hand side of ii is a c0 w j0
eigenvector of eigenvalue qw 0 j , lyh .qw 0 j , zyn . and so has a positive expo-
q .nent for all j g P p if and only if l y h F n y z .
6.8. Combining 6.5]6.7, we obtain the
THEOREM. For all a g Uw, b, b9 g Ry one has
Ry1 a m d b d b9 s Ry1 a m d b Ry1 a m d b9 . .  .  .  . .  .  .1 2
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Proof. We can take b s cn , b9 s cn 9 , and a s c m without lossz , w n z 9, w n 9 l, h0 0
 .of generality. Moreover, by 6.7 ii both sides vanish unless
l y h s n q n 9 y z y z 9 1 .
 .which can therefore be assumed. Then by 6.6 ) one has
y1 l , nqn 9.  :R a m d bb9 s q c w n q n 9 ¨ , ad a bb9¨ . .  .  . .  .0 nqn 9
 .Yet counting multiplicities in the sums below
 :  m m :¨ , ad a bb9¨ s ¨ , ad t c b ad c b9¨ . Ã  .  . .   /nqn 9 n n 9 l , g n 9 g , h
g
gyl , n 9. m m :s q ¨ , ad c b ad c b9¨ . .  . .  n l , g n 9 g , h
g
Now by 6.7 the first ad factor vanishes unless l y g F n y z and the
 .second unless g y h F n 9 y z 9. Then 1 forces equality throughout and
this expression is just
gyl , n 9. m : m :q ¨ , ad c b ¨ ¨ , ad c b9 ¨ .  . .  . n l , g n 9 g , h
g
y1 y1yl , nqn 9. y1 y1s q c w n c w n 9 R a m d b R a m d b9 , .  .  .  . .  .0 0 1 2
and so the assertion results from 6.5.
6.9. Since d is a linear isomorphism of Ry onto Rq it follows from 6.8
 . w q  .that 3.3 i holds for all a g U , b, c g R . In view of 6.2 and 6.4 ) it is
enough to show that this formula extends on replacing b by bd . Thisl0
 .results from 6.4 ii . However, it is worth noting that it can be verified
without a further calculation. Indeed, since c g Rq, it holds for b re-l
placed by bc . Yet c and d are mutual inverses mod Jy and so byl l l0
 .  .comparing 6.4 i , 6.4 ii we see that the correct q-factor appears. All this
completes the proof of 2.3.
One should say that the proof is really nothing more than a careful
verification of q factors and can be accomplished without twisting the
adjoint action. However, this procedure makes the argument more natural
and in particular explains the need for the correction factor.
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